Background

Loss of functional ability and motor control following ischemic or hemorrhagic stroke is a devastating event that appears to affect women more severely than men worldwide [1-5]. However, until recently, the details and meaning of such a global statement has not been explored. Little attention has been paid specifically to the upper extremity, despite a clear indication that only 12 percent of patients with a first time stroke are expected to fully recover upper extremity function [6]. Moreover, for the majority of stroke survivors the inability to use the paretic hand also means that bilateral upper extremity daily functions are no longer a viable option [7,8].

Wolf and colleagues [3] were among the first to document the differential effects of gender on upper extremity performance. Using the log mean Wolf Motor Function Test (lmWMFT) they reported that female subjects were slower than men performing the test. However, the relevance of these findings was limited to that specific test. More importantly, these patients had a stroke 3-9 months earlier, already recovered, or never lost measurable volitional motor control of the shoulder, elbow, wrist and fingers.

The vast majority of patients, having paralysis or paresis of the upper extremity, are not likely to regain control of all the movement components described by Wolf et al. [9]. Furthermore, studies that focused on recovery of the upper extremity following a stroke frequently used different outcome measures [10-15]. In relation to upper extremity function, the Action Research Arm Test (ARAT), the Jebsen-Taylor Hand Function test (J-T) and the Box & Blocks (B&B) are frequently used by different groups of investigators [6,10-12,14-16]. One conceivable advantage of these tests, particularly the J-T and B&B is the less time intensive administration and data compilation process. In addition both can be done at any location including patients’ homes, and the two tests are complementary to...
The test most frequently reported to assess loss of upper extremity motor control following stroke is the Fugl-Meyer (F-M) [6,9,11,15,19] or the recently modified Fugl-Meyer (mF-M) [14,20,21]. However, the severity of upper extremity loss whether the outcome measure is functional or motor control, has not been documented for women and men separately. Such documentation would be important particularly because the severity of upper extremity paralysis/paresis appears to be the strongest predictor of recovery [6,22]. For example, Kwakkel et al. provided a prediction model based on data from 102 new survivors of stroke suggesting that having upper extremity Fugl-Meyer scores of 11 points in the second week post-stroke, increasing to 19 points in the fourth week, would predict with 83±8% certainty the recovery of some dexterity at 6 months [6]. Similarly, Lang and Beebe [13] constructed a model based on 3-d measurements of active range of motion (AROM) and studied 32 chronic strokes. AROM predicted 73% of the variance in hand function. But neither model considered gender as a factor, raising the fundamental question of the sensitivity of the model if women’s loss and recovery of mF-M score or AROM turned out to be different than men’s. Before answering this question the need to establish gender differences in loss of motor control and functional ability of the paretic upper extremity shortly after stroke should be documented. Thus, the primary purpose of this study was to quantify upper extremity loss of motor control and functional ability, comparing men to women that survived a recent (1-4 weeks) ischemic stroke. A secondary purpose was to report gender differences in residual deficits (RD) of the paretic upper extremity following 12 weeks of rehabilitation. The definition, validation, and potential utility of RD as an outcome measure in stroke rehabilitation have been recently published [23].

Method

Subjects

The methodology and original data comparing the effects of task-specific only versus task-specific + functional electrical stimulation (FES) training on the recovery of the paretic upper extremity, shortly after an ischemic stroke, have been published [14-21]. Inclusion and exclusion criteria are listed in table 1. This study includes four additional subjects not available in the previous publications and represent a retrospective data analyses of women (n=21) and men (n=24) that completed the above studies. The demographic profiles and training group assignments are summarized in table 2. There were no statistical differences between groups regarding age, time elapsed between stroke onset and admission to a rehabilitation center, admission to start of study, or Folstein mini mental score.

Measurements

Functional assessments focused on the Box & Block (B&B) and the light object lift sub-set of the Jebsen-Taylor (J-T) tests. These tests are commonly reported, yet they are not time or burden-intensive functional tests. A video-based modified Fugl-Meyer score (mF-M) for the upper extremity was used to measure motor control loss and recovery [20]. Due to low tolerance for lengthy testing and considerable paralysis of the upper extremity during inpatient rehabilitation, testing was limited to 30-minute sessions. Data were obtained from both paretic and non-paretic upper extremities. The three outcome measures were recorded at baseline, and after 4, 8, and 12 weeks of training.

Modified Fugl-Meyer test (mF-M): The patient sat on a standard armless chair (seat height 46 cm) facing the video camera (frontal view) and was instructed to move her/his upper extremity in accordance with the F-M movement items. For movements that were better observed from the sagittal view the patient was turned in accordance with the F-M movement items. For movements that were better observed from the sagittal view the patient was turned (frontal view) and was instructed to move her/his upper extremity. Consequently the maximum score was 54 points.

Box & Blocks Test (B&B): This test included a commercially available box divided by a partition and containing 150 (2.54 x 2.54 cm) blocks located on one side. The box was placed facing the patient,
Table 2: Patients’ characteristics at study onset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age (Yrs)</th>
<th>Stroke to Study Onset (Days)</th>
<th>Folstein Mini mental Score</th>
<th>Prognosis Poor/Good</th>
<th>FES Trained</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Females</td>
<td>62.6±15.6</td>
<td>20.3±10.2</td>
<td>27±2.7</td>
<td>12 vs. 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Males</td>
<td>61.5±12.9</td>
<td>17.3±7.8</td>
<td>26.6±2.4</td>
<td>13 vs. 11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data presented as groups mean ± standard deviation. Statistically, females and males data did not differ significantly (p=0.1).

Results

13 cm back from the edge of a 76 cm high desk. The box’s partition bisected the midline of the subject’s body. Patients had to pick up one block at a time and transfer it to the other side of the box as fast as possible. Upon command to start, the subjects began transferring the blocks. At the end of 60 seconds, the transferred blocks were counted. The test was repeated 3 times with each hand, and the highest scores achieved (one paretic and one non-paretic) were included as the final outcome measure.

Jebsen-Taylor Light Object Lift Test (J-T): The J-T test evaluated the ability to open the hand, grasp, hold, move and place a large objects away from the body. The patient sat in a standard environment (seat height 46 cm, desk height 76 cm,) facing 5 empty aluminum cans (11 cm in height, 8 cm in diameter, and weighing 37 gram) placed in a row, 5 cm apart in front of a board. The board was secured to the desk 13 cm from its front edge. Upon command to begin, the patient grasped a can, lifted it over a 5 cm vertical barrier, and placed it back on the board on the other side of the barrier. The time (in sec) it took to move all 5 cans was measured using a stopwatch. Patients who were unable to perform the test or did not complete the test in 60 sec received 60 sec as their score. The test was repeated 3 times with each hand, and the fastest time recorded for each hand was used as the final outcome measure.

Training procedure

Two separate studies, detailing the task-specific or the task-specific plus FES training programs have been published. One included females and males with good prognosis and one including both genders with poor prognosis [21]. Patients with good prognosis (11 males and 9 females) began training with active-assistive exercises. With further recovery of motor control, participants were progressed to practice task-specific activities including grasping and moving objects and using the upper extremity in routine activities of daily living. Out of these 20 subjects, 4 males and 5 females were assigned to a task-specific + FES and followed the same individual task-specific training program the task-specific without FES (7 males and 4 females) followed. Patients using the FES practiced for 30 min sessions, twice each day and combined the exercises with an electrical stimulation program. This FES program stimulated the wrist/finger flexors and extensors in a manner that induced opening and closing of the paretic hand. After completing each 30 min period of the combined FES and task-specific exercises, the patients continued to have the stimulation artificially open and close the hand for an average of an additional 2 hours per day, but without practicing specific exercises. The FES system used in the study was the H-200™ (Bioness, Inc.) and has been described in previous publications [10,14,21].

Patients with poor prognosis typically had minimal or no volitional movements in the upper extremity. Accordingly, they began with very simple and predominantly passive exercises and, as motor recovery took place, progressed to active assistive exercises and then to active, task-specific exercises (mostly grasping, holding, moving and placing objects toward and away from the body). In this group, 7 out of 13 males, and 4 out of 12 females were randomly assigned to practice task-specific +FES and used the same protocol as the patients with good prognosis.

All patients practiced their individually-tailored program with the attending therapists (30 min sessions, given twice daily) five days each week during hospitalization; after discharge they were instructed to practice 30 minutes twice a day without supervision. In addition, all patients continued to receive in-home physical and occupational therapy 1-2 times per week through their standard medical coverage. The research therapist visited each patient once a week and modified the research-related exercise program based on patient progress. The actual amount of time that each patient exercised at home was not monitored due to budget constraints. Therefore, the degree of compliance was unknown. Patients reported they were doing the exercises and FES at home, but not always as instructed.

Data management

Because the added value of FES to task-specific training has been published [14,21] this retrospective analysis focused only on the gender factor. Data from the modified Fugl-Meyer (mF-M), the Box & Blocks and the Jebsen-Taylor light object lift tests were analyzed at two time points: one at study onset just prior to the beginning of training, and the second after 12 weeks of training. Data of women versus men were compared using independent t-test or Mann-Whitney U-test for normally and non-normally distributed data respectively (p=0.05). Residual deficits (RD) of the paretic upper extremity at the end of intervention was calculated as RD= (1-(paretic/non-paretic))*100 [23].

Results

Males (17.3±7.8 days post-stroke), and females (20.3±10.2 days post-stroke) exhibited considerable inter-subject variability in the magnitude of motor and functional loss in all three baseline outcome measures. The females’ mF-M score was only 9.3±8.6 points compared to males’ score of 14.8±12.0 points. The difference between gender did not reach statistical significance (p=0.08). In the two functional tests the gender difference was more evident. Only 3 of 21 females were able to transfer at least one block having a group mean of 0.7±1.9 blocks. This contrasted with 10 of 24 males whose group’s mean was 4.5±6.6 blocks; a statistically significant better performance (p=0.02). Similarly, no female participants were able to complete the J-T test in 60 sec; while 6 of 24 males completed it successfully. Group differences were statistically significant (p=0.01).

Residual deficits (RD) after 12 weeks of training remained substantial. Females mF-M deficits were 53.2±34% compared to males deficits at 32±25.1% (p=0.02). Remaining deficits in transferring...
blocks with the paretic upper extremity were 75±32.2% and 51.4±40.4% for females and males respectively (p=0.02). Individual improvement in completing the J-T light object lift test after 12 weeks training was evident; as 18 of 24 males and 10 of 21 females successfully completed the task. Nonetheless, males were 6.1±6.6 times slower transferring the 5 cans with the paretic hand compared to the non-paretic hand; while females were 8.1±5.9 time slower with their paretic hand. However, the difference between genders was not significant (p=0.35).

Further qualitative probing of the data revealed that clustering patients into two subgroups based on severity of paralysis resulted in 25 patients (13 females and 12 males) having severe paralysis and an initial mF-M score of 2-10 while 20 patients (8 females and 12 males) retained some volitional movement and had an initial mF-M score between 11and 33. Figure 1 illustrates the changes in mF-M score over 12 weeks. As seen, females with the most severe paralysis gained numerically and statistically (p=0.004) the least amount of motor control; compared to males with the same initial level in severity of paralysis. In contrast, females in the cluster of patients having an initial mF-M between 11 and 33 and therefore are in line with Kwakkel et al. prognostic model for good recovery [6], scored lower initially but recovered to the same level of males at study end point.

**Discussion**

This retrospective data analyses provide a new clinical insight describing the loss and recovery of upper extremity motor control and hand function status post an ischemic stroke. The findings that one measure of motor control loss (mF-M) and two assessments of upper extremity functional deficit (B&B and J-T sub test) affected women more than men add robustness to the knowledge that physical rehabilitation following stroke should consider gender an important factor. In our sample, 7 of 24 males (29%) but only 3 of 21 females (14%) recovered 90% or above the mF-M maximal score. Yet on the functional tests 12% of males and 14% of females gain the ability to transfer blocks at a rate less than 20% below the non-paretic hand. Similarly, the time to complete the J-T test in no more than 30% over the non-paretic hand was achieved by 21% and 14% of males and females respectively. These data could not be tested for statistical significance due to the very small number of patients, however, it appears to suggest both females and males have similar chance for very good prognosis of recovering upper extremity function if their motor loss following stroke was not severe [24,25].

In contrast, the retrospective data presented herein suggest that women who had severe loss of motor control and functional ability are less likely to regain the same control as men after 12 weeks of intervention. This is despite receiving the same amount and dose of task-specific training with or without FES. These findings seem to parallel the findings of Wolf et al. [3,9] who focused on patients with less severe loss of motor control but only used one timed test to compare gender performance. Their team of investigators used the constraint-induced movement therapy, an intensive 2-week exercise program and measured as outcome, the time to complete the Wolf Motor Function Test. They reported that females were significantly slower than males. The gender factor was also the focus of Fukuda and colleagues’ [5] study of 997 Japanese people who had suffered a stroke. The investigators also reported that women showed significantly worse locomotor function than men at both 1 and 5 years. In addition, females showed a poorer survival ratio after stroke. Taken together, these data support the general statement that stroke affects the physical performance of women more than men.

Why stroke has greater adverse impact on the motor system of women has not been directly addressed in the literature. Women may have more untreated pre-stroke co-morbidities, are less likely to receive antiplatelet agents within the first 48 hours after admission, suffer more frequently from atrial fibrillation, have higher systolic blood pressure, and a higher proportion of women remain unconscious or drowsy longer than men. In addition, a greater percentage of females may suffer from a total anterior circulation syndrome; a marker of less favorable prognosis [2,4]. The more pronounced motor and functional loss and slower rate of recovery, implies that women may require longer periods of physical intervention. The data of this study as well as prior publications provide preliminary evidence that most patients of both genders who started task-specific training shortly after stroke onset demonstrated a trend of improvement at study’s end point (week 12) compared to week 4 or 8 [14,21].

One confounding factor in this secondary data analysis was the random assignment to task-specific or to task-specific + FES training. As a result of random assignment, the group of patients with poor prognosis only had 4 of 12 females versus 7 of 13 males trained with FES. The clearly smaller number of women trained with FES, may conceivably explain the slower progress of upper extremity recovery compared to men of similar prognosis. In fact, among currently offered rehabilitation interventions for upper extremity shortly after stroke, a growing number of publications support the added value of FES to task-specific training [14,15,21,26-30]. In addition, the added value of FES to augment further improvement of hand function has...
been demonstrated in patients with long standing chronic paresis of the upper extremity [10,16,31]. It may be plausible to project that by continuing the FES and task-specific training longer than 12 weeks, female subjects may continue to recover and minimize the motor control and functional RD to match those of males.

Inherent shortcomings of the study were the small sample size and uneven distribution of females and males in the two training groups. Similarly, potential comorbidities such as diabetes mellitus, prior cardio-pulmonary disease, or depression were not recorded. Moreover, limiting the training to only 12 weeks may not have been sufficient to maximize the recovery of upper extremity function particularly of female and less so of male with slower recovery rate. A future study design should consider both gender and severity of motor loss as primary factors, adequate sample size, and much longer training period particularly of patient with poor prognosis.

**Conclusions**

Loss of motor control and functional ability of the upper extremity is both clinically and statistically more evident in females following first-time ischemic stroke. Whereas the recovery rate associated with task-specific rehabilitation with or without FES appears similar in males and females whose loss is less severe (mF-M score 11-33), the deficits of motor control and hand function of females with severe initial loss (mF-M score 0-10) remain significantly higher than the deficits of males.
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